
ENGLISH FOR THE TALENTED: A PROLOGUE 

By JOHN C. MAXWELL 

Director of the Twin City Institute for Talented Youth 

For th 7 most p~rt, America's social, culturally, 
a~d econo~ically disadvantaged live in cities. While 

Miµneapolis ~nd St. Paul have nowhere near the per

centag 7 of disadvantaged pupils that New York, Detroit 

and ~hicago have, the impact of the press and the latei 
fashionab~e tendency to talk and worry about the dis d l 

vantaged in the Twin Cities have given the impressio: • 
that nearly 7verybody in the cities and the city's 
schools is disadvantaged. Such is by no means the 
case. 

. Cities, by definition, are studies in contrast. 
Wh~le the suburbs may have taken on the appearance of 
"~iddle-c_~ass'_' America, the cities have remained the 

vigorous_m 7eting ground of diversity and complexity. 
In the cities, for each disadvantaged, there is at 
least one advantaged person. 

With_'this knowledge and a conviction that talented 
students tn the cities must be served, the Minneapolis 

,an? St: Paul schools set out to organize and run a 

Twin City Institute for Talented Youth in the summer 

of 19~7: Backed by the energies and fund-raising 
capaciti~s of civic leaders from the two communities 
the Institute_opened_its doors to 329 able youngst~r~ 

!rom_nearly ~ixty private, parochial, and public schools 
in Minneapolis and St. Paul. The students had chosen 

?ne fr?m among seventeen courses, and their enrollment 
i~ a sing~e course constituted a commitment of their 
time a~d interest. No grades were given, no credit 
transmitt 7d to the home school. Focus during the six 

week session was on learning for its own sake. And 
the students reveled in it. 

Each course was designed by a carefully chosen 
master teacher along lines which he believed signifi

cant for youth and for_ the teaching of his discipline. 

Only ?ne ~ourse - Russian - was conventional, and the 
teaching in that was extra-ordinary. 

. "English" was the major discipline of the Institute, 

T?is development reflected both the dispositions of the 
director, the interest patterns of the students, and 
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the proclivities of the instructors. 

The most "English-like" course of the curriculum was 

the composition course, taught by Dr. Har~iet Sheridan 
f Carleton College. The similarity with conventional 

~nglish ended about with the nam~. Applying ~ener?us 
• fusions from studies in rhetoric and other infusions 

~~om recent studies from syntactic and descriptiv 7 ~ram-
rs Dr. Sheridan gave creative slants to composition 

ma ' • d • · th 
teaching based on her work in prece ing summers w~ 
English institutes for teachers at Carleton. 

Fred Lundquist of Roosevelt High School in Minnea
polis verged toward the "humanities" in a cour~e which 

he titled "Literature of Protest." Mr. Lundquist, a 
John Hay Fellow and veteran teacher, saw a particular 

aptness for city youth in co~sidering the c~rre~t waves 

of protest, concerned with Viet Nam and racial ~ssues, 
in the perspective of past ages of protest ranging_f~om 

the muckrakers of the twentieth century to the religious 

protest of Martin Luther and even back to the Greeks. 
In all these emphases, literature was the core of study, 

and along with study of ideas was concern with literary 

structure. 

One of the themes of protest - alienation - was 
central to the study of "Literature and Man's Search 
for Community," a course taught by Bart McDonough of 
Minneapolis Marshall. Mr. McDonough's class of 9th, 
10th and 11th graders, sped through a variety of liter

atures from Aeschylus to Albee examining both the ideas 

of the works and the modes of the literature examined. 
For many of the students in Mr. McDonough's class and 

in Mr. Lundquist's class, the literature was demanding 

and often unsettling, since the literature often attack

ed systems of value an·d belief held by the studen~s. 

The flexibility of the Institute's structure permitted 
ready adaptation of materials and courses of action; 
and the two instructors were able to bring more affirma

tive literature into play to offset the "dark" litera

ture of their original choice. 

"Man and His Gods" was one of the themes of a team

taug'ht humanities course offered by two teachers from 

the.Edina schools, John Dahl and Richard Scanlon, now_ 

staff members in the departments of history and classicH 

at the University of Illinois. The particular mark of 

the humanities course was the wide and frequent use of 

feature-length films. The classes, in addit~on to r~ad
ing many and major works of literature, studied the im

port and style of such films as "The Bicycle Thief," 

"The Seventh Seal," the film opera "Boris Gudonov" and 
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"The War Game." The second theme of the humanities course "Man as Hero" involved the Eroica Symphony, the operetta "Girl of the Golden West," and such literature as "The Fire Next Time," "MacBird," "Lord of the Flies," and "Babbitt." 

While the humanities courses lie midway between English and social studies, they and some of the so~ cial studies courses of the Institute have strong elements of literature and other elements of the English curriculum; In the course in Political Philosophy, taught by Gerald Line of St. Paul's Murray High School, such works as "Selections from Thomas Jefferson," "Essential Works of Marxism," and "Walden and Civil Disobedience" were read, a·nd closely reasoned essays were required on political and philosophical themes. 

Charles Caruson of Hopkins High School taught a course titled Urban Sociology in which communication (or its lack) was a central motif. Student interviews ind critical engagement with protagonists in the issues of urban living called into play many of the principles of rhetoric and argumentation which Mr. Caruson employs in his usual work as a teacher of speech and English at Hopkins. 

Gary Parker of Minneapolis' North High School offered an unusual course called "Active Dramatics." While not a course in the literature of drama, Mr. Parker's course involved students in penetrating analyses and formulation of the mechanisms which vivify dramatic performance. While hardly a "method" acting course, "Active Dramatics" required such a degree of concentration, creativity, and projection that the observer might be excused for thinking about Stanislavski. 

Because it was thought of as a curriculum laboratory, the "institute" had an apt name. More than a summer school, which might focus exclusively on the needs and experiences of the students, the Twin City Institute sought to evolve new courses and modes of instr~ctiori. Its output was not to be measured in terms of student response (though that was important) but in what the experience yielded for other teachers in other schools. 

With the exception of Mr. Parker's c6urse, all the Institute courses are described in detail in a mimeographed booklet called "Gleanings from a Summer Institute" available from the Institute office. 
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olle es may order a copy from: Directo~, (Schools o~n~titu~e for Talented Y~uth, 2698 University Twin Cit;t Paul Minn., 55114; price: $1.00) Avenue, • ' . . f this scope can only hint at the ri~h-An arti~l~to and variety of materials and techniness, crea~~~ii~~tructors poured into their courses. ques that enness of definitions, one canno~ say Because of the OJ? h courses were "English" and which with accu~~~Y w:~~e The things which English generwere some ing . • sou ht in the Institute, be-allY seeks we~e ~~~:~~ sawgthe significance of language cause those w o d often composition to the kinds of d literature an E 1· h as the an h'ch talented students need. ng is w things_w it the course of the 1967 Institute. core' if no ' 

John Maxwell is now, as Director of the TClTY, a member of the staff of the 
Upper Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory. 
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